An ultrastructural and immunofluorescent study of rabies virus in tissue culture for antiviral drug evaluation.
With the purpose of establishing a model for antiviral drug evaluation the ERA and V319 rabies fixed virus strains were studied in tissue cultures, for studies of the rabies virus cycle. Viral incubation was made using a low viral input multiplicity and allowing substances that may alter, cell or virus morphology. Immunofluorescence and electron microscopy studies were carried out for quantitative evaluation of structures involved in rabies virus replication after a 24 hours incubation period. The number of fluorescent cells decreased with the viral dilutions. ERA rabies strain had more fluorescent cells than V319 strain. Also viral structures were commonly found on different penetration steps to the cells, with the ERA strain. Interpretation of our results was made on the basis that ERA strain showed a shorter latency period than the V319 rabies strain. Differences in the replication pattern between fixed rabies strains using similar experimental conditions were found.